We have discovered a simple and highly robust method for removal of chemical shift artifact in spin-echo MR images, which simultaneously decreases the radiofrequency power deposition (specific absorption rate). The method is demonstrated in spin-echo echo-planar imaging brain images acquired at 7 T, with complete suppression of scalp fat signal. When excitation and refocusing pulses are sufficiently different in duration, and thus also different in the amplitude of their slice-select gradients, a spatial mismatch is produced between the fat slices excited and refocused, with no overlap. Because no additional radiofrequency pulse is used to suppress fat, the specific absorption rate is significantly reduced compared with conventional approaches. This enables greater volume coverage per unit time, well suited for functional and diffusion studies using spin-echo echo-planar imaging. Moreover, the method can be generally applied to any sequence involving slice-selective excitation and at least one sliceselective refocusing pulse at high magnetic field strengths. The method is more efficient than gradient reversal methods and more robust against inhomogeneities of the static (polarizing) field (B 0 ). Magn Reson Med 64:319-326, 2010. V C 2010 Wiley-Liss, Inc. Key words: chemical shift; spin-echo; fat suppression; highfield MRI; specific absorption rate; spin-echo echo-planar imaging; fMRI; diffusion imaging MRI is intended to provide spatially resolved images correctly depicting anatomy. Because MR-visible protons in water and fat have Larmor frequencies that are 3.35 ppm apart, techniques using relatively low receiver bandwidths per voxel suffer from chemical shift artifact, in which the image of fatty tissue can be displaced by several voxels from the water image, with a highly problematic overlap. The magnitude of the displacement depends on magnetic field strength, RF pulse bandwidth, gradient strength, acquisition bandwidth, voxel size, and k-space trajectory. This problem can be particularly severe in echo-planar images, where at 7 T the fat artifact can be displaced by 70% of the field of view from the water image. To avoid the chemical shift artifact, other MRI sequences are run with unnecessarily high bandwidths, with a detrimental effect on signal-to-noise ratio.
MRI is intended to provide spatially resolved images correctly depicting anatomy. Because MR-visible protons in water and fat have Larmor frequencies that are 3.35 ppm apart, techniques using relatively low receiver bandwidths per voxel suffer from chemical shift artifact, in which the image of fatty tissue can be displaced by several voxels from the water image, with a highly problematic overlap. The magnitude of the displacement depends on magnetic field strength, RF pulse bandwidth, gradient strength, acquisition bandwidth, voxel size, and k-space trajectory. This problem can be particularly severe in echo-planar images, where at 7 T the fat artifact can be displaced by 70% of the field of view from the water image. To avoid the chemical shift artifact, other MRI sequences are run with unnecessarily high bandwidths, with a detrimental effect on signal-to-noise ratio.
Since the earliest chemical shift imaging publications (1-3) numerous methods have been used to image water and fat tissue distributions separately (4) (5) (6) . For functional and diffusion-weighted neuroimaging, the fat distribution is usually of little interest. For both applications, single-shot echo-planar imaging (EPI) is often used, because it acquires entire slices in a fraction of a second and thus avoids distributed artifacts associated with head motion. However, EPI acquisitions are sensitive to chemical shift artifacts, which appear in the phase-encoding direction of the acquisition, due to the relatively low bandwidth per voxel compared to the frequency-encoding direction. This is usually mitigated by including a fat-suppression module preceding the (typically) 90 flip angle excitation pulse. The longitudinal relaxation time (T 1 ) inversion-recovery method, for example, employs an inversion pulse, and the RF excitation pulse is applied when the longitudinal magnetization of the fat protons passes through zero (7) . This has the disadvantage of also reducing the water signal. More commonly, a spectrally selective fat-saturation radiofrequency (RF) pulse with a narrow bandwidth is applied, centered on the fat proton frequency (8-10) followed by crusher gradients prior to the main RF excitation pulse. Combination of the two techniques is also possible, known as spectral inversion recovery (11) . All such fatsuppression methods require additional RF and gradient pulses, thus increasing the specific absorption rate (SAR) and lengthening the acquisition time. Furthermore, fat saturation pulses generate magnetization transfer contrast, visible in multislice imaging at 3 T (12). Magnetization transfer contrast reduces the remaining water tissue signal, increasing with the number of slices and with shorter repetition times. Increasing the volume coverage per unit time will obviously aggravate the signal loss due to these magnetization transfer contrast effects.
It is evident that methods that do not require additional RF pulses for fat suppression have a distinct advantage. Another approach, the slice-select gradient reversal method, requires no additional pulses, provided that the sequence already contains at least one 180 refocusing pulse (13) (14) (15) . This method depends on the use of slice-select gradients of opposite polarity for the excitation and refocusing pulses. The idea has recently been demonstrated using two refocusing pulses (16) for imaging water diffusion in the brain at a magnetic field of 3 T.
At higher field strength, the increased SAR and inhomogeneities in the magnitudes of both the static (polarizing) (B 0 ) and (excitation) RF (B 1 ) field make effective fat suppression more difficult. We present a simple and effective method for fat suppression, which is relatively insensitive to B 1 and B 0 field inhomogeneities, and allows substantial reduction of SAR.
THEORY
Our method resembles the gradient reversal technique, in that it uses the fact that the chemical shift of fat manifests itself in the slice-select direction. However, instead of reversing the slice-select gradients during excitation and refocusing, we simply adjust the amplitudes of the gradients to ensure that the excited fat magnetization is dephased rather than refocused, so no observable spinecho is generated. This is explained as follows.
We assume, without loss of generality, that the MR scanner is set to the water proton resonance frequency. Because of their different chemical environments, the proton spins of water and fat at a given location precess at different frequencies when a gradient is applied. The displacement D (in mm) of the fat slice relative to the water slice for both excitation (D exc ) and refocusing (D ref ) is given by
where d is the chemical shift in ppm, B 0 is the main magnetic field in Tesla (T), and G s is the slice-select gradient strength in mT/m (16) . In general, the profiles of the excited and refocused fat slice may differ in thickness, d (mm), so to eliminate overlap, and thus to achieve complete fat-signal suppression, Eq. 2 has to hold:
When the same RF pulse shape is used for excitation and refocusing, the right-hand side of Eq. 2 is replaced by the nominal slice thickness. However, successful fat suppression is independent of specific RF pulse shape, provided that the slice profiles of the fat slice excited and fat slice that should be refocused do not overlap.
Slice-selective RF pulses are characterized by a dimensionless number, the bandwidth-time product, P. As can be seen from Eq. 1, G s is the key parameter for changing the displacement of both fat slices relative to the water slice, and hence relative to each other. One way of achieving a smaller slice-select gradient strength, while keeping the same slice profile, is to increase the duration of the RF pulse, because
where Dv is the pulse bandwidth in Hz; d is the slice thickness in mm; g is the gyromagnetic ratio in MHz/T; and t is the duration of the RF pulse in s. Lengthening the RF pulse results in a pulse of smaller bandwidth. To achieve the desired slice thickness, the slice-select gradient amplitude is adjusted to match the bandwidth of the pulse. Using Eqs. 1 and 3 in Eq. 2 gives the following expression:
Furthermore, if the duration of a RF pulse is scaled by a factor c according to expression 5 t ! ct; ½5
and the flip angle, as well as the slice thickness, are kept constant then
where E is the energy deposited by the RF pulse in the sample (17) . Therefore, the factor c in expressions 5 and 6 determines both the slice-select gradient and the decrease in power deposition associated with either pulse due to lengthening it. Equation 7 gives an expression for the difference of the slice-select gradient strengths required for fat suppression. It can be seen that efficient fat suppression can be achieved regardless of which of the two RF pulses is lengthened. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed method for fat-shift artifact elimination. In Fig. 1a , the excitation of the spins in the object is shown. Because of the chemical shift, the slices of the water spins and the fat spins excited by the RF pulse are displaced by an amount D exc perpendicular to the slice-select direction. If the refocusing pulse has the same bandwidth-time product and duration its sliceselect gradient will be the same as those of the excitation pulse and both the excited species will be refocused (see Fig. 1b ). Figure 1c illustrates the effect of a refocusing pulse of the same bandwidth-time product as the excitation pulse, but a longer duration. While the RF pulse with the frequency bandwidth Dv ref refocuses the water protons at the position of the excited water slice, refocusing of fat protons would occur at a position different from the fat slice excited. Essentially, the displacement D ref differs from the excitation displacement D exc because of the smaller slice-select gradient associated with the longer RF pulse. The unrefocused fat signal is further dephased by the slice-selective gradient associated with the refocusing pulse. If the refocusing pulse is surrounded by crusher gradients, a standard precaution for SE EPI as well as for many other spin-echo sequences, the fat signal will be additionally dephased. To refocus the excited fat protons, a long RF pulse with an offset frequency spectrum Dv* ref would be necessary.
Equation 8 provides an expression for the duration of the refocussing pulse required to suppress the fat signal, in terms of the excitation pulse duration and the sliceselect gradients, irrespective of the sign of the gradients:
The denominator in Eq. 8 needs to be positive as negative pulse durations have no physical meaning. In particular, the gradient during the refocusing pulse can be equal in magnitude and with opposite sign to the gradient during the excitation pulse. This gives the special case of gradient reversal without variation of the gradient strength (14) . The formula for the preferred minimal duration of the excitation pulse can be obtained by exchanging the indices for the refocusing and excitation in Eq. 8.
It is important to note that the main magnetic field strength enters the denominator on the right-hand side of Eq. 8, which means that the proposed method works better at higher fields. At fields lower than 3 T, the RF pulses necessary to achieve complete fat-signal suppression are quite long and slice-select gradients will be quite small, so that practical use in a pulse sequence is provided in exceptional cases only.
Furthermore, for a chosen slice profile and thickness, the shortest possible duration of the refocusing pulse required for fat suppression depends only on the magnitude of the slice-select gradient applied during the excitation pulse, in case the latter has smaller duration. According to Eq. 3, the duration of the excitation pulse decreases with increasing slice-select gradient. The magnitude of the maximum possible gradient is a technical characteristic of the gradient system and will set the lower limit to the duration of the excitation pulse. Another hardware constraint on the shortness of the excitation pulse is the maximum peak voltage that the transmitter RF system can deliver. Necessarily, the duration of the shortest possible excitation pulse determines the duration of the shortest possible refocusing pulse effective for fat suppression. The previous discussion remains true if the excitation pulse and the excitation slice-select gradient are substituted respectively by the refocusing pulse and refocusing slice-select gradient, and vice versa. Although it is advantageous to have both pulses as short as possible, while fulfilling the condition for fat suppression, this can be limited by SAR considerations. An effect that is not considered in the foregoing calculations but is important for very long pulse durations, is the effective transverse relaxation time (T 2 *) decay during the RF pulse. While this effect will not degrade the fat suppression achieved, it may affect the overall image quality.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
All experiments were performed on a 7-T whole-body MR scanner (MAGNETOM 7T, Siemens Healthcare Sector, Erlangen, Germany) with a gradient system achieving peak gradient amplitudes of 38 mT/m and a maximum slew rate of 200 mT/(m s), running software version VB 15A. A 24-element phased array head coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA) was used for signal transmission and reception. Two healthy volunteers were included in the study after obtaining their informed consent. Several SE EPI sequences with variable durations of the Siemens product excitation and refocusing pulses were designed and implemented. These pulses are sinc-shaped and Hanning-apodized. The bandwidth-time product was kept constant and chosen to be the same for both pulses (5.22) , so that increasing the pulse duration resulted in decreasing its bandwidth, while maintaining the same slice thickness and profile. The flip angle for the excitation pulse was set to 90 and for the refocusing pulse to 180 by the automated scanner routines. The refocusing pulse was surrounded by crusher gradients in all three spatial directions to dephase any residual unrefocused transverse magnetization. Pulse sequences with the following RF pulse combinations were designed and implemented (duration of excitation pulse followed by that of refocusing pulse, in msec): 2.56/2.56, 2.56/3.84, 2.56/6.4, 3.84/2.56, 3.84/3.84, 6.4/2.56, and 6.4/6.4. Figure 2 gradients. Furthermore, each of these sequences was modified to allow reversal of the slice-select gradient direction during excitation. All of the described variants were executed with 3, 2, and 1 mm slice thickness to examine the effect of increasing magnitude of the slice-select gradients, totaling 42 acquisitions. In addition, every acquisition was done twice with the vendor-provided fat saturation switched on and off. Here, for fat saturation a frequencyselective 5.12 ms Gaussian pulse with a flip angle of 110 and bandwidth of 375 Hz was used, followed by a crusher gradient pulse, which disperses the excited transverse magnetization. The pulse magnitude is more than 90 to counteract the recovery of the fat magnetization in the longitudinal direction, so the implementation can also be considered a variant of the spectral inversion recovery (11) . However, as no sequence-timing modification was made to properly take into account the longitudinal relaxation time of fat at 7 T and there are significant flip angle variations throughout the slice due to B 1 inhomogeneities at 7 T, it is justified to consider the result as fat saturation.
A 2D multislice single-shot EPI acquisition without slice gaps was performed with each of the 84 sequence variants described above, in one subject. The shim volume remained the same throughout the experiment. The inplane resolution was kept relatively low at 3 Â 3 mm 2 to clearly depict remaining fat signal. The imaging matrix was 64 by 64 with field of view 192 Â 192 mm 2 . The EPI readout lasted 44 ms, so the bandwidth in the phase-encoding direction was 22.7 Hz. The echo time was set at 55 ms-the smallest possible for the sequence in which both excitation and refocusing pulses had 6.4 ms duration, and equal to the mean T 2 of grey matter at 7 T (18, 19) . Because a single shot sequence was used with a repetition time of 20 s, any longitudinal relaxation time effects are eliminated. The long TR also allowed whole brain coverage for the scans with 3 and 2 mm slice thickness without exceeding the SAR limit. In the second subject participating in the study 5 image volumes of the same image matrix with TR of 2 s and GRAPPA factor 3 were acquired (20) . The SAR limit for the product SE-EPI sequence constrained the number of slices obtainable to 10, which was chosen for the other sequences tested to investigate SAR variation. Parallel imaging was used to shorten the echo-train duration and so minimize distortions and T 2 * blurring which can be easily mistaken for drop-outs in susceptibility affected regions. To investigate the sensitivity of the fat suppression methods to B 0 inhomogeneities acquisitions were repeated after the shim was intentionally altered so that the full width at half maximum of the water peak increased from 31 to 115 Hz and that of the fat peak from 310 to 520 Hz.
The individual scans for every slice thickness were coregistered with SPM5 to the first acquired to eliminate effects of inter-scan motion. Then all the scans with 1-and 2-mm slice thickness were coregistered to the 3-mm scans and resampled to 3-mm isotropic resolution. This allowed voxel-wise correspondence between the images to estimate the effect of gradient reversal with increasing slice-select gradients on the water signal. The resulting images were subtracted pair-wise.
RESULTS
The results presented below were obtained with optimally tuned shim unless stated otherwise. Figures 3 and 4 show SE EPI images acquired at the same position in the head at 3 mm isotropic resolution with identical acquisition parameters. In Fig. 3 , SE EPI images were acquired with (a) 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 3.84 ms refocussing pulse and vendor-provided fat saturation (fat-sat) pulse, (b) 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 3.84 ms refocussing pulse and no fat-sat pulse, (c) 3.84 ms excitation pulse, 2.56 ms refocussing pulse and no fat-sat pulse, and (d) 3.84 ms excitation pulse, 2.56 ms refocussing pulse and product fat-sat pulse. In Fig. 4 , SE EPI images were acquired with (a) 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 6.40 ms refocussing pulse and fat-sat pulse, (b) 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 6.40 ms refocussing pulse and no fat-sat pulse, (c) 6.40 ms excitation pulse, 2.56 ms refocussing pulse and no fat-sat pulse, and (d) 6.40 ms excitation pulse, 2.56 ms refocussing pulse and product fat-sat pulse. Figure 3b ,c demonstrate clearly the scalp fat signal without the fat saturation pulse. It is shifted by 44 pixels or roughly 70%, as expected given the acquisition bandwidth and the 3.35 ppm chemical shift. Figure 3a,d show images when the fat-sat pulse is employed, in which the fat artefact is no longer visible. It is worth noting that the appearance of the artefact in Fig. 3b ,c is quite similar, as one would expect from Eq. 5 as only the region of overlap between the fat slice excited and the fat slice refocussed will appear in the image. Figure 4 shows images obtained from the sequences using our novel method, with longer RF pulse durations and correspondingly weaker slice-select gradients. Figure  4c ,d demonstrate that an RF pulse as short as 6.40 ms is sufficient for achieving complete fat signal suppression, when the other RF pulse has 2.56 ms duration. Figure  4a ,d confirm that adding the fat-sat pulse gives no further improvement. Comparison of the images in Figs. 3  and 4 shows that increasing the duration of either of the RF pulses within the given range does not affect the overall image quality. The total SAR is decreased most when the larger amplitude refocussing pulse is lengthened, as the legend of Fig. 4a ,b demonstrate. Omission of the fat-sat pulse also gives a SAR reduction but at the expense of severe fat artifact, unless our method is also used (Figs. 3b,c and 4b,c) . Finally, increasing the duration of the excitation pulse reduces SAR the least. Figure 5 shows SE EPI images obtained from the second subject participating in the study, where the images were acquired at the position of the temporal lobes. They were obtained with the following parameters: (a) 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 3.84 ms refocussing pulse and fat-sat pulse provided by the vendor with optimal shim; FIG. 3. SE EPI images acquired according to the conventional method with: (a) 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 3.84 ms refocusing pulse, and fat saturation pulse, 83 % SAR, (b) 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 3.84 ms refocusing pulse, and no fat saturation pulse, 70% SAR, (c) 3.84 ms excitation pulse, 2.56 ms refocusing pulse, and no fat saturation pulse, 90% SAR, and (d) 3.84 ms excitation pulse, 2.56 ms refocusing pulse, and fat saturation pulse, 100% SAR .   FIG. 4 . SE EPI images acquired according to the proposed method with: (a) 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 6.40 ms refocusing pulse, and fat saturation pulse, 63% SAR, (b) 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 6.40 ms refocussing pulse and no fat saturation pulse, 50% SAR, (c) 6.40 ms excitation pulse, 2.56 ms refocusing pulse and no fat saturation pulse, 85% SAR, and (d) 6.40 ms excitation pulse, 2.56 ms refocusing pulse and fat saturation pulse, 95% SAR.
(b) 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 6.40 ms refocussing pulse and no fat-sat pulse with optimal shim; (c) 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 3.84 ms refocussing pulse and product fatsat pulse with mistuned shim; and (d) 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 6.40 ms refocussing pulse and no fat-sat pulse with mistuned shim. Figure 5a demonstrates that fat saturation fails in areas of insufficient B 1 as indicated by the white arrow. In contrast, Fig. 5d indicates that the method proposed is more robust to B 0 inhomogeneities than fat saturation as the fat artefact to be seen in Fig. 5c is entirely suppressed. Figure 6 shows a comparison across the whole brain between SE EPI images acquired with the fat saturation method, on the left-hand side of each column, and our proposed method on the right-hand side. In particular, the images on the left were acquired with 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 3.84 ms refocussing pulse and fat-sat pulse. The images on the right with 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 6.40 ms refocussing pulse and no fat-sat pulse. The images in Fig. 6 demonstrate that the water signal loss due to field inhomogeneities is quite comparable between the two methods, whereas the fat saturation fails to suppress the lipid signal in the inferior temporal regions, as indicated by the arrows.
The volumes acquired with 2-and 3-mm slice thicknesses using all sequence variants covered the whole brain, enabling estimation of the effects of slice-select gradient magnitude on image quality, both in wellshimmed areas and regions suffering from susceptibility gradients, which can give image drop-outs. When both slice-select gradients were in the same direction, the volumes obtained by averaging three slices with 1-mm thickness always showed a higher signal-to-noise ratio than the volumes acquired with 3-mm slice thickness. This is especially true for sequences with short RF pulse durations and strong slice-select gradients. The gain, resulting from reduced through-slice dephasing, is largest in areas affected by susceptibility gradients, and minor in those unaffected. By contrast, images obtained using the gradient reversal method have smaller overall signal-to-noise ratio when three 1-mm-thick slices are averaged, as compared with one 3-mm-thick slice, exacerbated by increasing difference in slice-select and refocussing gradient amplitudes. Here, inhomogeneity in B 0 causes an opposite bending of the slice between sliceexcitation and refocussing, resulting in loss of signal.
Use of standard fat saturation pulses decreases the water signal in well-shimmed areas, due to magnetization transfer contrast effects and in regions of field inhomogeneities due to possible overlap of the fat-sat linewidth on to the water line.
DISCUSSION
We have shown that excellent fat suppression accompanied by a reduced SAR can be achieved by lengthening the refocusing pulse in a spin-echo EPI sequence. For the results presented in this study, a relatively low resolution was chosen. However, higher resolution can be achieved by employing partial Fourier acquisition and parallel imaging techniques (20, 21) .
Fat suppression can be achieved by lengthening either the excitation or refocussing pulse, the latter giving greater SAR reduction. However, this lengthens the minimum echo time. The choice depends on the application considered. For fMRI purposes, the increased echo time is still acceptable (22) , and the smallest SAR is desirable for large volume coverage and extended time course runs. By contrast, for diffusion-weighted sequences lengthening the excitation pulse may be more desirable, to enable the shortest possible echo time and minimize loss of signal through T 2 decay. SAR is reduced both by omission of the fat-sat pulse and by reduction of either RF pulse amplitude. This immediately translates into an increased number of slices that can be acquired per TR. When the refocussing pulse is lengthened to 6.4 ms, as for example in Fig. 4b , the slice acquisition rate is doubled from five to 10 slices per second, when compared with the vendor's standard sequence in Fig. 3d , which has unsuitably short refocussing pulse for 7 T. Comparing the proposed method of Fig. 4b to the conventional method of Fig. 3a-a more convenient choice   FIG. 5 . SE EPI images acquired with: (a) 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 3.84 ms refocusing pulse and fat saturation pulse (conventional method) acquired under optimal shim conditions, (b) 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 6.40 ms refocusing pulse and no fat saturation pulse (proposed method) acquired under optimal shim conditions, (c) 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 3.84 ms refocusing pulse and fat saturation pulse (conventional method) acquired with mistuned shim, and (d) 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 6.40 ms refocusing pulse and no fat saturation pulse (proposed method) acquired with mistuned shim.
of pulse durations for reducing the power depositionwe still see a decrease in SAR of 40% (24% due to lengthening the refocusing pulse and 16% due to omission of the fat-saturation pulse). This decrease obtained can be utilized to increase the volume coverage by 65% for the same acquisition time, as can be calculated by taking the FIG. 6 . Whole brain comparison between SE EPI images acquired with 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 3.84 ms refocusing pulse and fat saturation pulse (conventional method) on the left-hand side of the columns and 2.56 ms excitation pulse, 6.40 ms refocusing pulse and no fat saturation pulse (proposed method) on the right-hand side of the columns. ratio of the two SAR values (83% SAR/50% SAR). In comparison, if only the length of the refocusing pulse is increased and the fat-sat pulse is kept, the volume coverage gain is only 25% (63% SAR/50% SAR).
This method has been demonstrated using standard RF pulse shapes. Optimized pulse shapes, giving squarer slice profiles, would enable a smaller ratio between the durations of excitation and refocusing slice-select gradients for complete fat suppression. This is more critical at lower fields (such as 3 T), where using the standard RF pulse shapes would require one RF pulse to be more than five times longer than the other.
It should be mentioned that many other sequences, such as turbo spin-echo (23) and gradient-echo and spin-echo (24) can also employ the proposed fat suppression method. Methods using a fat-saturation pulse are extremely demanding for static magnetic field B 0 homogeneity, because such pulses do not suppress signal from off-resonance fat protons. They can also fail when there is too much B 1 inhomogeneity. If B 0 drifts over the long time courses typical of functional and diffusion scans, which have a high duty cycle and can thus heat passive shim material, the fat and the water signals both shift in frequency, making spectrally selective fat saturation less effective. The proposed method, however, is less sensitive to all of these problems. Even if the refocusing pulse is different from 180
, the crusher gradient following it ensures that any transverse fat magnetization generated by it is dephased. As the effect is less sensitive to magnetic field inhomogeneities than previous methods, it can be applied for imaging any body region.
There is one drawback of our method when very long RF pulses with correspondingly weak slice-select gradients are used. The resultant slice may be no longer flat but distorted in regions of severe field inhomogeneity. This can lead to a loss of the water signal in such regions, as the off-resonance water spins will not be refocused along with the fat spins. However, similar or even larger losses occur with the gradient reversal method with the same RF pulse durations, because here the slices excited and refocused will be distorted in opposite directions. With our method, such distortions have the same direction during excitation and refocusing, with smaller loss of water signal loss than with gradient reversal fat suppression.
It should also be mentioned that effective transverse relaxation time in brain at 7 T is generally long enough that no loss of water signal occurs during the longer RF pulse.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel fat-suppression method for spin-echo type sequences suitable for high magnetic field strengths. The proposed method is less sensitive to B 1 -and B 0 -field inhomogeneities than the standard frequency selective fat saturation method. It does not require additional RF and gradient pulses, and so it has a lower RF power deposition than other fat suppression methods which utilize these to eliminate the lipid signal. The decrease in SAR obtained by lengthening the refocusing RF pulse and eliminating the fat suppression pulses can be used to increase the volume coverage per unit time for SE EPI acquisitions, compared with conventional fat saturation techniques. In general, the method can be applied throughout the entire body. Although the method can be used at any field strength, it is especially important for high magnetic field strength, as demonstrated here at 7 T.
